Background {#Sec1}
==========

The widespread success of deep learning has spawned a multitude of applications in computer vision based plant phenotyping. State-of-the-art convolutional neural networks have been shown to perform well on a wide variety of phenotyping tasks. The applications of CNNs in plant phenotyping include image classification tasks such as plant species identification \[[@CR1]\], stress identification \[[@CR2]\], object detection and counting tasks such as panicle or spike detection \[[@CR3]--[@CR7]\], leaf counting \[[@CR8]\], fruit detection \[[@CR9]\]; as well as pixel-wise segmentation based tasks such as panicle segmentation \[[@CR10], [@CR11]\] and crop-weed segmentation \[[@CR12]\]. We refer the reader to \[[@CR13], [@CR14]\] for a full treatment of deep learning in agriculture and plant phenotyping tasks.

Despite many studies showing success in plant phenotyping tasks, the practical usage of deep learning in plant phenotyping poses a fundamental problem: requirement of large labeled datasets. Depending on the complexity of the phenotyping task and desired accuracy, large training sets may be needed to train deep learning models. However, there is a scarcity of publicly available agricultural image datasets. Since plant phenotyping tasks can be very specific to certain environmental and genetic conditions, finding labeled datasets with exact such conditions is often very difficult. This results in the researchers having to acquire and curate their own datasets which is a time-consuming and expensive task. Due to the emergence of services such as Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT),[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"} crowd-sourcing annotations has evolved to become a low cost solution to address the issue of efficiently creating large scale visual datasets. Crowd-sourcing \[[@CR15]--[@CR21]\] has been effectively used to generate datasets to train deep learning models for visual tasks. Vijayanarasimhan and Grauman \[[@CR18]\] have attempted to combine the advantages of crowd sourcing and active learning to train models with minimal amount of supervision. However, to reap the benefits of crowd-sourcing, effective planning and sufficient quality control measures are required \[[@CR22], [@CR23]\], which constitutes additional overhead. In our work, we focus on reducing annotation time using active learning. Moreover, our work can be seamlessly extended to work with a crowd-sourcing platform to obtain bounding box annotations.

In this paper, we focus on panicle detection in cereal crop images. Efficient panicle detection models greatly assist cereal crop phenotyping since they provide quick panicle count estimates which can be used for yield estimation. High throughput yield estimation methods are highly beneficial for both agronomists and breeders. Crop breeders will potentially make effective selection in large scale breeding programs. Also, real time yield estimation techniques can be used for crop monitoring during controlled crop experiments in various genetic and environmental conditions. However, such panicle detection models require a lot of labeled data to train, which makes these methods less applicable for new crops for which datasets are not available. To address this problem, we employ point supervision based active learning to reduce the number of labeled samples to train efficient detection models.

Point supervision is a form of weak supervision which has been used for training deep neural networks for tasks such as object detection \[[@CR24], [@CR25]\], semantic segmentation \[[@CR25], [@CR26]\] and object tracking \[[@CR27], [@CR28]\]. It involves pointing to objects of interest on an image using mouse clicks. Point supervision is significantly inexpensive and less time-taking to obtain, when compared to the conventional full supervision methods such as bounding box drawing and pixel-wise image labeling. In the context of object detection, point supervision can provide valuable information about the location of objects. Such location information can typically be used to train models with novel loss functions or incorporate multiple instance learning techniques. In terms of obtaining point supervision, the closest literature to our work is Papadopoulos et al. \[[@CR24]\]. They propose a method to integrate point supervision to a Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) approach to train per-class SVMs for each object class, which is generally used for Weakly Supervised Object Localization (WSOL) \[[@CR29], [@CR30]\]. Similar to \[[@CR24]\], we obtain point supervision in the form of object center clicks. However, instead of directly training an object detector using point supervision alone, we use it in conjunction with an active learning approach. Using point supervision alone limits the performance of the model and results in weak-learners since accurate labels are not provided to the model. Hence, we employ point supervision to help choose the best samples for which full supervision can be queried. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to use point supervision to assist an active learning approach to pick the most informative samples for labeling. In our paper, we use the terms *weak labels* to denote labels obtained through point supervision and *strong labels* to denote labels obtained through full supervision.

Active learning \[[@CR31]\], an iterative training approach that curiously selects the best samples to train, has been shown to reduce labeled data requirement when training deep classification networks \[[@CR32]--[@CR34]\]. Research in the area of active learning for object detection \[[@CR18], [@CR35], [@CR36]\] has been limited. These efforts propose various metrics to compute on the unlabeled data that help pick the best subsets to be labeled. However, they show results on standard public datasets like PASCAL VOC \[[@CR37]\] and MS COCO \[[@CR38]\]. In this study, we focus on object detection for agricultural crop datasets which have a few important differences from standard object detection datasets such as PASCAL VOC or MS COCO: (1) objects, generally, are of a single class or just a few classes, (2) number of objects per image are often high (25--100+), (3) objects can be under heavy occlusion due to factors like surrounding leaves, weed, shadows etc; and (4) background can often look like the foreground (e.g. green color). Owing to these factors, labeling crop images is tricky and time-consuming. Taking into account these important differences, we propose an active learning framework based on point supervision to reduce annotation efforts for panicle detection in crop images. We measure annotation cost in terms of time taken. Weakly supervised annotations such as object-center clicks take significantly less time to obtain when compared to regular bounding box annotations. These clicks provide valuable localization cues to the object detection model in our framework. Formally, we define two forms of image annotation: (i) object center clicking (Type-1) and (ii) bounding box drawing (Type-2). To select the best subset of images to annotate, we incorporate point supervision into our active learning query function, which has never been done before to the best of our knowledge. In our setting, we train our model in a slightly varied version of standard pool-based active learning (see Figs. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) where we obtain weak labels of the images samples from unlabeled pool and maintain a separate weak labeled pool. Our experiments show that using affordable-to-obtain weak labels can be used to create better query functions to find out the most informative samples, leading to a reduction in annotation costs. Our methodology can be seamlessly extended to any crop detection task other than panicle detection.Fig. 1Standard pool-based active learning cycle. The *most informative* images are actively sampled from the unlabeled pool and are queried for annotationFig. 2Proposed pool-based active learning cycle. We introduce point supervision into the pool-based active learning cycle

Methodology {#Sec2}
===========

Annotation methods {#Sec3}
------------------

Throughout our experiments, our image annotator a.k.a oracle provides annotations of objects of interest in images in two ways. These two methods differ in terms of the label quality and cost (in time units). Estimation of labeling costs of these methods is discussed in "[Experimental setup](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}" section. See Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} for visual illustration of these methods.Fig. 3Annotation methods. Type-1 annotation includes weak labeling (top) and Type-2 annotations include strong labeling given weak labels (bottom)

*Type-1 annotation* For each object in a given image, the oracle clicks approximately on the center of the imaginary bounding box that encloses the object. Since we obtain the center of each bounding box but not its dimensions, the label quality in Type-1 annotation is weak. The annotation cost in this case, is lower than that of a Type-2 annotation.

*Type-2 annotation* Given an image and its Type-1 annotations (weak labels), the oracle provides bounding boxes that tightly enclose the objects present. The labels in this case are strong since we get tight bounding boxes. Since the oracle is already given the weak labels, the annotation cost for Type-2 labels is lesser than the annotation cost for drawing bounding boxes from scratch. This is because the weak labels i.e., the object centers guide the oracle in locating the objects, thereby reducing the annotation cost.

Overview of two stage object detection {#Sec4}
--------------------------------------

We use Faster R-CNN \[[@CR39]\] as our chosen object detector in all our experiments. Faster R-CNN belongs to the family of two stage object detection networks. Two stage networks typically use a coarse to fine prediction approach. The first stage consists of generating possible object proposals on a given image. The second stage consists of (i) detecting the presence of an object within each proposal, (ii) classifying the object into one of the available categories and (iii) adjusting the proposals dimensions to tightly enclose the object. In Faster R-CNN, the first stage is implemented using a CNN based image level feature extractor (which is known as the backbone network) and a Region Proposal Network (RPN). First, the input image is passed through the base network to obtain image level features. Subsequently, the region proposal network (RPN) generates possible object proposals. The second stage consists of using RoI pooling \[[@CR39]\] to obtain fixed dimension feature vectors for each object proposal. Each of these feature vectors is passed through a fully connected neural network with two heads: one for predicting the object class and the other for adjusting the bounding box coordinates. We use two stage object detection in our work because the output of RPN i.e., the first stage gives valuable information about model uncertainty which we use for efficient sample selection in active learning.

Standard pool-based active learning framework {#Sec5}
---------------------------------------------

The key assumption behind active learning is that a machine learning algorithm can achieve greater accuracy with fewer training labels if it is allowed to choose the data from which it learns. An active learner may pose queries, usually in the form of unlabeled data instances to be labeled by an oracle (for instance, a human annotator). Active learning is well-motivated in many modern machine learning problems, where unlabeled data may be abundant or easily obtained, but labels are difficult, time-consuming and expensive to obtain. Active learning involves a class of methods that are used to train machine learning models with limited labeled data by carefully picking the most valuable data points to be labeled. In case of deep neural networks, active learning is generally implemented under a setting known as pool-based active learning, see Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. This typically consists of the following five components: (1) model, (2) labeled pool of data, (3) unlabeled pool of data, (4) an active query function that samples data points from the unlabeled pool and (5) an oracle which provides labels when queried. The model is trained in cycles as follows: First, the model is trained on the available labeled pool. Using the model and unlabeled pool as input, the query function calculates an *informativeness measure* for each data point in the unlabeled pool and greedily samples the most informative data points. Labels for these points are obtained from the oracle, following which, these points are moved from the unlabeled pool to the labeled pool. Now, the model is retrained on the updated labeled pool and this process is repeated in iterations until the model converges to a desirable performance or until the annotation budget is exhausted.

Various techniques \[[@CR31]\] have been proposed to calculate informativeness measures effectively. One popular technique is to estimate the model uncertainty on each data point. So the motivation is to pick the data points for labeling that confuse the model i.e. which have high model uncertainty and further not pick the data points on which the model is already confident about. In this paper, we propose a novel way of estimating the uncertainty of the model on images using their weak labels, in an object detection setting. Also, we modify the standard pool based active learning setting by obtaining weak labels instead of strong labels first and then make better *active* decisions on which data points to pick for strong labeling.

Active learning with point supervision {#Sec6}
--------------------------------------

The primary contribution of our paper is a novel method that incorporates point supervision to query uncertain images. To this end, we introduce a weak labeled pool into the standard pool-based active learning framework for training a deep object detector as shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. Our method is designed for region proposal based two stage object detection networks such as Faster R-CNN and Mask R-CNN which usually have superior detection performance. Given an object detection model and weakly labeled pool of images, our query method takes the following steps: (1) Region proposal filtering using weak labels and (2) Estimate uncertainty using region proposals. The subsequent steps are similar to standard pool-based active learning. In other words, images with high uncertainty are picked by the proposed query function and strong labels are queried. Later, the labeled images are added to the labeled pool on which our object detection model is trained. This model is used in the next cycle of active learning (see Algorithm 1). Detailed description of the steps in our proposed query method are given in the following subsections.
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### Region proposal filtering (RPF) {#Sec7}

Fig. 4Region proposal filtering. Before filtering-after filtering illustration on **a** Sorghum and **b** Wheat. For ease of clarity, weak labels (yellow dots) are only shown on the **b** Wheat example

We run the model on each image in the weakly labeled pool and obtain a set of region proposals from the Region Proposal Network (RPN). We now incorporate the point supervision signal i.e., the click annotations to filter out spurious region proposals from the set (see Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). For a proposal to be retained, (1) it must contain the click location, (2) it must have its center within $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varvec{\alpha }$$\end{document}$). More about selecting these hyperparameters is explained in "[Discussion](#Sec19){ref-type="sec"}" section. Using the above filtering conditions, the region proposal filtering step effectively retains those region proposals which are likely to enclose some object in the image.

After this step, we have a set of object center clicks and a set of region proposals assigned to each weak label as shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}b. We use their prediction scores to estimate uncertainty.

### Estimating uncertainty {#Sec8}

We consider sets of filtered proposals for each image from the weak labeled pool. We then estimate uncertainty of a model based on the following hypothesis. If the model is confident and certain about an object, the model's predictions should be invariant to slight changes in the location of bounding boxes. For the sake of illustration, consider one of the five objects present in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}b. For the set of associated proposals of a given object, a confident model's prediction scores on those proposals would ideally not exhibit high variance. If there exists a high variation in the probabilities of the proposals, the model is deemed to be highly uncertain about that object. We define the following three metrics to estimate our model's uncertainty:*Max-variance (mv)* We calculate variance amongst the prediction scores of the filtered region proposals for each class. For each image $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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As detailed in Algorithm 2, in each episode of the active learning cycle, we query $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Experimental setup {#Sec9}
==================

Wheat dataset {#Sec10}
-------------

This dataset contains high definition images of wheat plants. We refer the reader to Madec et al. \[[@CR40]\] for details on data acquisition steps, data preparation procedure and field experiments conducted. To avoid potential storage and computation resource overheads, we preprocessed the original images of size $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$500 \times 500$$\end{document}$ with no overlap.[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"} Post resizing and slicing if only partial objects are present or if a slice doesn't contain an object at all, we ignore the image entirely to avoid adding potential noise to the model. This preprocessing method was inspired by results reported on the Wheat dataset in Madec et al. \[[@CR40]\].

Of the obtained 5506 preprocessed images, we used 3304 (60%) images for active learning and the remaining 2202 (40%) for testing our methods. From the 60% chunk, we start the active learning cycle with just 50 images in the labeled pool. At the beginning of each episode, 50 ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Sorghum dataset {#Sec11}
---------------

This dataset contains high quality aerial images of Sorghum *(Sorghum bicolor L. Moench)*, a C4 tropical grass that plays an essential role in providing nutrition to humans and livestock, particularly in marginal rainfall environments. We refer the reader to Guo et al. \[[@CR6]\] for details on data acquisition steps, data preparation procedure and field experiments conducted. We sliced each original image of size $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$300 \times 300$$\end{document}$ pixel images, with no overlap. After slicing if partial objects are present in a slice, we ignore their respective annotations to avoid adding potential noise.

Of the obtained 4641 preprocessed images, we used 2784 (60%) images for active learning and the remaining 1857 (40%) for testing our methods. From the 60% chunk, we start the active learning cycle with just 50 images in the labeled pool. At the beginning of each episode, 30 ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Implementation details {#Sec12}
----------------------

All the experiments are conducted with Faster R-CNN \[[@CR39], [@CR41]\] as the object detector. The intermediate region proposal layer in Faster R-CNN makes it a natural choice for us and the experiments can be easily extended to any segmentation task which uses Mask-RCNN \[[@CR42]\]. The residual network ResNet101 \[[@CR43]\] was used as the base network for both the datasets. We trained all our models to minimize the Cross-Entropy loss function with Stochastic Gradient Descent as the optimizer with a learning rate of 0.004 and a mini-batch size of 4 images. The learning rate was decayed every 5 steps by 0.1. After running some initial set of experiments and closely monitoring the loss value trends on both the datasets, we decided to train the models in each active learning cycle for 10 epochs.

We first train a baseline model with a randomly chosen labeled subset of the available data. This model is used as the starting point for active learning. A model trained in a particular cycle is used in the cycle that follows it. As shown in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, we start with a labeled pool $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Comparison with baselines {#Sec13}
-------------------------

We compare our proposed methods with the following baselines:*Random (rand)* Samples are selected randomly from the unlabeled pool.*Least Confident (lc)* Confidence for an image is calculated as the highest bounding box probability in that image. Images with least confidence are selected. This criterion is taken from the min-max method specified in Roy et al. \[[@CR36]\].*Margin (mar)* For a predicted bounding box, margin is calculated as the difference between probabilities of the top two model predictions. Intuitively, low margin means that the model is uncertain about the data point. For each image, margin is chosen to be the summation of margins across all the predicted bounding boxes in the image. This is taken from Brust et al. \[[@CR35]\].*Entropy (ent)* Samples with high entropy in the probability distribution of the predictions are selected. This is taken from Roy et al. \[[@CR36]\].Since our proposed methods are two-stage in nature (in the first stage we query images for Type-1 annotation and then for Type-2 in the second stage) we denote them on the result in **{Query_For_Weak}\_{Query_For_Strong}** format. So **lc_mv** denotes that images were queried for Type-1 annotation using Least Confidence query method and then in stage two, images are queried for Type-2 annotation based on Max-Variance uncertainty metric described in "[Methodology](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}" section.

Evaluation criteria {#Sec14}
-------------------

Performance of active learning methods is usually evaluated by plotting a curve between model performance and number of training samples. For each query method, we report every model's *Mean Average Precision* or mAP on a held-out test set against the number of images it was trained on. mAP is the most commonly used evaluation criteria in the object detection space. A predicted bounding box is considered correct (true positive, TP) if it overlaps more than the IOU (intersection-over-union) threshold with a labelled bounding box. Otherwise the predicted bounding box is considered as false positive (FP). When the labelled bounding box have an IOU with a predicted bounding box lower than the threshold value, it is considered as false negative (FN). The standard IOU threshold value of 0.5 was used. The precision and recall are then computed using:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} Precision = \frac{TP}{TP + FP} \qquad \& \qquad Recall = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$The score associated to each bounding box allows evaluating the trade-off between false positive and false negative. The average precision (AP\@0.5IOU) \[[@CR44]\] was used to quantify the detection performances. The standard average precision metrics, is the area under the precision-recall curve obtained for different bounding box scores. The average precision balances the precision and recall performances terms that may be strongly correlated. It varies between 0 (TP = 0) to 1 (FN = 0). We also measure the efficiency of our method by examining the annotation cost estimates. The annotation costs (measured in units of time) are calculated using Eqs. [5](#Equ5){ref-type=""} and [6](#Equ6){ref-type=""} discussed in the following subsection. We sanction "[Results](#Sec16){ref-type="sec"}" section of the paper to discuss and validate effectiveness of our proposed active learning methods, which is why we report the best model's crop density performance in "[Discussion](#Sec19){ref-type="sec"}" section.

Estimating annotation costs {#Sec15}
---------------------------

As the annotation times of the datasets were unavailable, we used statistics of the popular ImageNet dataset for consistency. Su et al. \[[@CR45]\] and Papadopoulos et al. \[[@CR24]\] report the following median times per image on ImageNet: 25.5 s for drawing one box, 9.0 s for verifying its quality and 7.8 s for checking whether there are other objects in the image yet to be annotated and 3.0 s to click on an object's center. Taking these into account, we calculate that Type-1 annotation (object clicking + checking whether there are other objects) requires 10.8 s. And Type-2 annotation requires 34.5s, 7.8s less than how much traditional bounding box annotations take since there is no need to check whether there are other object in the image. So for baseline methods, given a batch of queried images of size *Q*, with a total of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} Time = 7.8 \times Q_W + 34.5 \times b_{QS} + 3 \times b_{QW} \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$

Results {#Sec16}
=======

Results on Wheat {#Sec17}
----------------

Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a shows how test mAP increased with the number of training examples, Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}b compares annotation costs (time in hours) incurred by our methods with respect to the annotation cost incurred by the best standard PBAL (Pool Based Active Learning) baseline method (black dashed line). From the plot, it is clear that after just 2 episodes all our methods start to maintain a higher mAP compared to that of the baselines. The best baseline is the entropy based standard PBAL (ent) with 0.7631 mAP, which required the oracle to label 900 images, costing 29.14 hours of annotation. As shown in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}b, 3 variants of the **Max Ent-Var** method (mar_mev, lc_mev and ent_mev) outperform the best baseline method with approximately 60% lesser images (350) costing the oracle approximately 50% lesser annotation time (10.52, 11.13 and 12.72 hours respectively). Object detectors trained using all variants of our proposed methods have performances better than those of the best baseline method at the end of the active learning episodes (900 images).Fig. 5Results on Wheat dataset. **a** No. of Images vs. mAP. **b** Annotation costs comparison. In **b**, dashed lines is the annotation cost of the best (in mAP) baseline method, Entropy (ent)

Results on Sorghum {#Sec18}
------------------

Similar to wheat plots, Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}a shows how test mAP increased with the number of training examples, Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}b compares annotation costs (time in hours) incurred by our methods with respect to the annotation cost incurred by the best standard PBAL baseline method (black dashed line). Unlike in the case of Wheat, object detector's performance on Sorghum improves steeply in the beginning. Even in the case of Sorghum, the best baseline is the entropy based standard PBAL (ent) with 0.8136 mAP, which required the oracle to label 500 images, costing 106.76 h of annotation. As shown in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}b, 6 of the proposed methods outperform the best baseline method with less than 60 h of annotation costs, which is more than 55% in savings when compared to cost incurred by the best baseline method. Object detectors trained using 10 out of 12 variants of our proposed methods have performances better than that of the best baseline method at the end of the active learning episodes.Fig. 6Results on Sorghum dataset. **a** No. of images vs. mAP. **b** Annotation costs comparison. In **b**, dashed lines is the annotation cost of the best (in mAP) baseline method, Entropy (ent)

Discussion {#Sec19}
==========

Analysis of *most valuable* images {#Sec20}
----------------------------------

To better understand the performance of our proposed methods, we observe the kinds of images queried across different episodes of active learning. Figure [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} shows the most informative images sampled using Max-Ent-Var method in episodes 1, 2 and 3. By observing the queried samples, we can see that in the first episode, the model is uncertain about images with objects which are either blurred, occluded or in bad lighting conditions. For images containing such adversarial features, this behaviour intuitively makes sense as it is often hard for the model to find even simple patterns like edges and corners and thus the prediction variance is naturally expected to be high for them. In episode 2, although images with blurred objects are queried, our model also sampled images with bad lightning conditions. In episode 3 on wheat, all the top 5 sampled images have dry leaves. We believe the reason for this might be the fact that it is difficult to detect wheat ears with dry background. In case of Sorghum, sampled images in episode 3 indicate that the model is struggling to correctly detect and localize objects in bright light where the sorghum head is almost white in colour.Fig. 7Most valuable images. Examples of most informative images in episodes 1, 2 and 3 on Wheat (top) and Sorghum (bottom), sampled by our Max-Ent-Var method

On similarities between region proposal filtering and non-maximum suppression {#Sec21}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Non-maximum suppression (NMS) has been widely used in several key aspects of computer vision. It is an integral part of tasks such as edge, corner and object detection \[[@CR46]--[@CR50]\]. In the context of object detection, the apparent similarity between NMS and Region Proposal Filtering (RPF) is that they both filter out unwanted region proposals. NMS removes the region proposals which highly overlap the region proposal with maximum confidence. Its effect can be controlled by specifying the overlapping criterion, intersection-over-union (IoU) which is a hyperparameter. The goal of NMS therefore is to retain only one region proposal per each prediction group, corresponding to the precise local maximum of the model's output, ideally obtaining only one bounding box per object. The motivation behind RPF is quite different. In active learning, a sampling function samples the most informative data points for labeling. An uncertainty sampling function \[[@CR31]\] essentially quantifies the informativeness based on how uncertain the model predictions are. This motivates our RPF method, where we aim to keep region proposals that overlap each other by a great deal but also vary slightly, in contrast with NMS. We utilize RPF to validate our hypothesis that a detection model's predictions on an object can be considered uncertain if they significantly vary with a slight change in the object's environment i.e., image areas immediately surrounding the object. In other words, we quantify uncertainty by estimating the variance in the model's confidence values for similar looking proposals. Our experimental results and ablation studies support this hypothesis and show that the model queries images with blurry object backgrounds and other occlusions in the early stages of training. Also, the model generalizes faster with fewer training data points when proposed RPF method is used.

Tuning hyperparameters for region proposal filtering {#Sec22}
----------------------------------------------------

Region Proposal Filtering (RPF), shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, is a novel and a very crucial step in our proposed methodology and there are two hyper-parameters $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varvec{\varepsilon }$$\end{document}$ for both datasets. The 20th percentile of (a) for the Wheat dataset was 18 so we rounded it to 20, for the Sorghum dataset it was close to 77 so we rounded it to 80. Statistically with these values, after the RPF step, filtered region proposals will not have a second object in the image 80% of the time. We believe this is robust enough since by default, RPF adds an extra filter by dropping all proposals that contain other weak labels, other than the weak-label-of-interest. With similar motivation, we pick 90th percentile of (b) for both datasets which suggests that statistically, just 10% of the time after the RPF step, filtered region proposals will not include the actual bounding box. The 90th percentile of (b) for Wheat was 20,448, rounded to 20,000, for Sorghum it was 1404, rounded to 1400.
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The performance of our best active sampling method, Max-Ent-Var (mev), is highly dependant on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\lambda _1, \lambda _2$$\end{document}$ hyper-parameters. In our attempt to combine two quantities (entropy and variance) which have different ranges, different motivation, basically different roles to perform. We theoretically and empirically examine the upper bounds of both quantities in an effort to combine them efficiently. The motivation to combine them is explained with the following toy example: Imagine that the following are the probabilities of region proposals left around a particular object after RPF layer---\[0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5\]. Clearly, the model is highly uncertain about the object so our entropy based metric outputs its maximum value (for this object) of 1, which is ideal. But our variance based metric Max-Variance (mv) outputs its minimum value of 0 which indicates that the model is highly certain about the object. To overcome these rarely occurring shortfalls of our methods, we decided to come up with a linear combination of both the metrics.

To combine both entropy and variance metrics, we first make sure they are on similar scales i.e., have similar minima and maxima. In case of entropy, the theory suggests that the range of entropy of a distribution with *n* number of outcomes is given by:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Figure [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"} includes empirical analysis of these metrics. In Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}a, you can see the distribution of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Motivation for margin and entropy sampling methods {#Sec24}
--------------------------------------------------

We refer the readers to section 3.1 of Settles \[[@CR31]\] where it has been summarized why margin and entropy based sampling methods are often favoured by active learning practitioners. We merely reiterate the same explanation and illustrate a simple example here to further convince the readers on the benefits of these methods. By definition, the least confidence method uses only the maximum probability value to calculate model's confidence/uncertainty value and *throws away* information available in the rest of the distribution. Considering *x* as input, *y* as target labels, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Verifying crop density performance {#Sec25}
----------------------------------

Throughout the paper, we evaluated detection models learned using our methodology on the basis of their Mean Average Precision (mAP) but here we also evaluate our model on one of the tasks that measures grain yield-crop density estimation. We see that the models trained on our best method Max-Ent-Var (mve) show exceptional performance in crop density estimation task, evaluated on Pearson's Correlation Coefficient and Root Mean Squared Error. Pearson's correlation coefficient, commonly represented by *r*, is a measure of how similar two data distribution are. Given paired data $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$x_i, y_i$$\end{document}$ are the individual sample points indexed with i, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\bar{y}$$\end{document}$. The root-mean-squared deviation (RMSD) or root-mean-squared error (RMSE) is a common measure of the differences between values predicted by a model and the values observed. Given the same pair of values mentioned before Eq. [12](#Equ12){ref-type=""}, the formula to calculate RMSE is:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \begin{aligned} \hbox {RMSE} =\sqrt{{\frac{1}{n}}\sum _{i=1}^{n}(x_{i}-{y_{i}})^{2}} \end{aligned} \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$Fig. 9Crop density plots. Relationship between model predicted density and actual density of crops on Wheat (**a**) and Sorghum (**b**) of our best Max-Ent-Var model. Shown values are the Pearson's Correlation Coefficient (r) and Root-Mean-Squared-Error (RMSE) between predicted and actual counts. The diagonal line indicates y = x

Figure [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"} shows the scatter plots between model predicted crop count and actual crop count of models trained on both Wheat and Sorghum datasets in Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}a, b respectively. The plots include correlation coefficients and RMSE values at the bottom. In case of Wheat, the Pearson's correlation coefficient (*r*) is 0.8147 while RMSE is 1.2080. In case of Sorghum, *r* is 0.9097 (high) while RMSE is 2.7069. We report these results on a large test sets---2202 images in case of Wheat and 1857 images in case of Sorghum.

Extensibility to multi class datasets {#Sec26}
-------------------------------------

In our experiments, we report results on only single class detection datasets. However, our methods can be readily applied on multi-class datasets because the concepts of entropy and variance can be easily generalized to work with multiple classes. In the future, we hope to extend our work to multi-class detection datasets. Since the datasets in our current experiments have a single class, we simply use the *objectness scores* of the region proposal network (RPN) as the bounding box predictions in our implementation. Methodology wise, the same technique can be seamlessly extended to multi-class detection datasets by instead looking at the final output vector. This is because the objectness scores alone may not be the best estimator for the uncertainty of the model.

Other forms of weak supervision {#Sec27}
-------------------------------

After running preliminary experiments on VOC \[[@CR37]\], a dataset with 20 classes, we found that our methodology works decently when provided with localization based weak signals (object center clicks) but doesn't work well with a much more affordable image level weak signal i.e., in the Type-1 annotation step, the annotator only provides classes of objects present in images as weak labels. In our future work, we will compare the effect of various forms of weak supervision on the active learning process.

Conclusion {#Sec28}
==========

The methodology described in this work demonstrates a novel, effective active learning method for object detection in crop images based on point supervision. By performing extensive experiments on Sorghum and Wheat datasets, we have empirically shown that point supervision significantly improves the query performance by picking highly informative images. Our qualitative results also reinforce the phenomenon that querying with our proposed method results in picking blurry and low light images in which the objects are intuitively harder to localize accurately. This behavior is highly desirable in the case of object detection in crop images because crop datasets often have images with blur, occlusion and bad lighting conditions. The proposed active learning framework can be extended to incorporate bounding box size information for uncertainty estimation. Also, a natural extension to the proposed method is to make RPF parameters learnable. We leave this for future work.

Amazon Mechanical Turk is available at <https://www.mturk.com/>.

Images and their bounding box annotations were sliced and resized using the library available at: <https://image-bbox-slicer.readthedocs.io/>.
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